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the official moviereel page for blade runner 2049 confirms that the film will be in 3d, though the two previous films have been presented in 2d. when the film was first announced in 2015, it was stated that ryan gosling would reprise his role as k, though no other cast member has been confirmed. the film will use two

forms of 3d, in addition to the 3d optical process, one with polarizing glasses and another with passive polarized glasses. the last 3d movie to be released by warner brothers was batman v superman: dawn of justice in 2016. the film will be released on october 6, 2017. the film will be the first sequel to a film to be shot
in anamorphic widescreen. the trailer for the film was released on july 21, 2015, and the second trailer was released on august 6, 2015. in june 2016, edgar wright said he was interested in directing the sequel to the original film, a claim that was later retracted. wright later said he was joking, but he was more

interested in directing a film based on a video game instead. in july 2017, ridley scott said that he was interested in directing the sequel. in an interview with craveonline, scott was quoted as saying, i'm so excited about it. i really am. if it happens, it happens, i guess. i don't know. i'm sitting here scratching my head. i
hope it happens. he later added, there are three other things going on right now. blade runner 2049, which i'm doing, and it's a little off, but i'm going to direct that. and then i'm doing this tv series, which is very exciting and very interesting. and then there's this little movie that i love and i'm doing it and i'm trying to

get the rights to it. but if blade runner 2049 happens to fall apart, you know, we'll be in a position where we have other things going. so it's possible that i could direct blade runner 2049.
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the film will be the second sequel to be released in the year following the original film. according to the schedule released by warner brothers, the film's release was originally set for july 25, 2018, but was pushed back to october 6, 2017, by september 2016. in march 2017, lorne balfe said he was hired to write the
screenplay, and at the time of the announcement, it was not known whether john harrison, the composer of the original film, would return. in april 2017, balfe said that he was writing the screenplay, and by june 2017, he had completed a draft of the screenplay. in august 2017, harrison stated that he would not return
to the film. in october 2017, denis villeneuve was announced as the film's director, and in june 2018, the film was confirmed to be an origin story, and set 30 years after the original film. harrison's score will be released by varèse sarabande on october 6, 2017, one year after the release of the film. the film was set in
the u.s. during world war ii. the roger rabbit character began his life on a farm in the midwest before moving to california, where he meets his wife, jessica. when his wife is forced to make pro-nazi broadcasts, roger and ritchie travel to europe to find her. they must pass through nazi-controlled territory to get to their

destination. the film also shows the creation of the roger rabbit character in toontown. the film received mixed reviews. review aggregator website rotten tomatoes reports that 19% of critics gave the film positive reviews, based on 22 reviews, with an average score of 3.8/10. metacritic reports the film has a weighted
average score of 40 out of 100, based on 10 reviews. the film grossed $49 million worldwide against its budget of $48 million. 5ec8ef588b
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